Images are not displayed

The images were collected on EPU software and are gain corrected. They can be imported but can't be displayed. They are also not displayed when MorionCor is performed.

We do not have these issues with datasets collected collected by SerialEM. The same EPU dataset works just fine in relion3.0 and cryosparc.

We are wondering if it has to do with unsigned/signed integer. Please advise.

Here is the header info for the tif files in question:

Number of columns, rows, sections ..... 4096 4096 43
Map mode ............................. 1 (16-bit integer)
Start cols, rows, sects, grid x,y,z ... 0 0 0 4096 4096 43
Pixel spacing (Angstroms).............. 1.000 1.000 1.000
Cell angles ........................... 90.000 90.000 90.000
Fast, medium, slow axes ............... X Y Z
Origin on x,y,z ...................... 0.000 0.000 0.000
Minimum density ........................ -80.000
Maximum density ...................... 5171.0
Mean density .......................... 2545.5
tilt angles (original,current) ........ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Space group,# extra bytes,idtype,lens . 0 0 0 0
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cisTEM's display program may have a problem with reading images stored in Map mode 1. You can still display the images with other programs. If the images were generated by cisTEM, they are stored in the Assets/Images directory.

You can also replace cisTEM's display program with another display program. For example, if you have EMAN's v2 program installed, change directory to cisTEM's bin directory (the directory with all the executables) and do the following:

```bash
mv display display.bak
ln -s `which v2` display
```

Now, when you click in the cisTEM GUI on Display, it will use v2 to display the image.